Malworms and Firewalls board game

You need to print the board game, and you can use any kind of counters, character or figurines you have to hand. You will need a die and some Lego bricks, printed out copies of the Questions and Tasks to accompany the board game.

How to play:

- Each player puts their counter on the space that says 'start here'.
- Take it in turns to roll the dice. Move your counter forward the number of spaces shown on the dice.
- If your counter lands on a Firewall you move up to the square above.
- If your counter lands on a Malworm, you move down square below
- When you land on one of the:
  - Orange squares you must answer a Cyber Resilience Question
  - Green Squares you have to complete The Glossary Task and match up one of the words to its correct definition
  - Red squares you get to challenge the other team to a task or question.

- If the Tasks or Questions are completed or answered correctly you will receive a brick to build your Cyber Safe Wall.
- If not, the other team has the opportunity to steal one of your bricks by answering or carrying out the task.
- The first player/team to get to the space that says 'home' is the winner of the game, but the team with the most bricks is the Cyber Safe overall winner.